Six-quark configurations relevant to N-N scattering and bound states are constructed from parity eigenfunctions which can be obtained from any static independent particle model. The two lowest, one even and one odd, parity orbitals are considered. In the (TS) = (10) and (01) 
I. INTRODUCTION
Six quark systems used for calculating the interaction energy in N-N scattering and bound states has been the subject of extensive study. A central problem has been the classification and construction of the basis states. On the one hand, the choice of a basis is arbitrary and irrelevant so long as sufficient states are included in the Hamiltonian diagonalization.
On the other hand, one is limited by practical considerations to a finite set of states, and these should be chosen to be the most important ones.
We consider here two of the approaches which have been used in N-N studies: (1) the cluster model' and (2) the independent particle model (IPM) In Fig. 2 are plotted R, L, r, and I along the symmetry axis. In Fig. 3 are plotted o. and m. . In Fig. 4 (2), like in the nonrelativistic case. In both cases, we shall refer to it as SUs(2). The colorisospin-spin space, classified as SUT (2)XSUg (2) 
1,2, . . . , 6. We can see that in the limit Z~O this expression contains the configuration s p in addition to the s p obtained by Harvey. In general, we find that with the replacement of R and L by r and l states any configuration which in the spherical limit contained n s states and 6 -n p states now appears in combination with a configuration with s and p interchanged.
For higher symmetries as [6] or [517 extra configurations appear.
Our results are summarized in Table I. In this table we list the even and odd parity normalized six quark states formed from all possible configurations r "l " with n =1,2, . . . , 6 and their corresponding o'~' structure. One can see that a given structure can be reached not only through occupying the r and l states with three quarks each but also from clustering the quarks, two in one bag, four in the other bag, etc. 
